


WOODLAND RELICS™ | Sea Sand Sky EAXWRM5L401X, Industrial Tones EAXWRM5L405X, Vintage Revival EAXWRM5L402X, Storied Farmstead EAXWRM5L404X, Olde Woods EAXWRM5L403X

Woodland Relics



The way the sun’s rays gently fade the 

planks of a whitewashed barn. Or the salty 

surf breeze enhances the natural texture 

of a favorite beach chair. Exposure to 

natural elements reveals the unique depth 

and beauty of organic wood. Woodland 

Relics™ hardwood captures the essence of 

reclaimed, weathered wood – as random 

and varied as if crafted by nature. Multiple 

species, widths, textures and tones combine 

to create something special and unexpected.

NATURALLY 
INSPIRED.
ARTFULLY 
CURATED.



The best of many worlds in hardwood 

design – 3 species and 5 unique surface 

textures in a random width installation. 

Each floor is like a handcrafted work of  

art – every box reveals something 

incredible and unique.

WOODLAND RELICS™ | Sea Sand Sky - EAXWRM5L401X

SEA SAND SKY



Styling Tip The varying tones in the floor come alive 
when mirrored in the room’s accessories
– like pillows, vases and lamp shades.



Styling Tip A clean, minimalist space allows
the abundant textures and tones 
of the floor to really pop. 



Multi-width planks – in 3˝, 5˝ and 7-1/2˝ 

widths – are perfectly packaged for a  

variety of unique installation options.

CLASSIC REPEAT

MIXED REPEAT - Mixed Repeat

- Classic Repeat

- Mixed Repeat

- Classic Repeat
3˝, 5˝, 7-1/2˝, 3˝, 5˝, 7-1/2˝

3˝, 5˝, 3˝, 7-1/2˝, 5˝, 7-1/2˝

WOODLAND RELICS™ | Industrial Tones - EAXWRM5L405X

INDUSTRIAL TONES



Each plank is uniquely crafted using 

hand staining, sanding and woodworking 

techniques. In every floor, you’ll find wire 

brushed, scraped, straight and circular saw 

marks and tool mark textures.  

WOODLAND RELICS™ | Vintage Revival - EAXWRM5L402X

VINTAGE REVIVAL

Hand staining, sanding and 
   woodworking techniques



Insights Woodland Relics enhances the  
rustic warmth of a casual space  
– like a cozy cottage.



There’s versatility in varying textures and 

tones – make a calm, cozy spot to curl up in 

with neutral accents or go bold with globally 

influenced pieces. No matter what your style 

– you can be uniquely you with the one-of-a- 

kind look of Woodland Relics.

WOODLAND RELICS™ | Olde Woods - EAXWRM5L403X

OLDE WOODS

Tell your style story confidently! 
Woodland Relics complements 
countless décor options.

Insights








